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Reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs) usually sweep upward in frequency when the minimum value of the safety factor \(q_{\text{min}}\) decreases in time. On rare occasions, RSAEs sweep downward prior to the upward sweep. Electron cyclotron emission measurements show that the radial eigenfunction during the downsweeping phase is similar to the eigenfunction of normal, upsweeping RSAEs. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817950]

I. INTRODUCTION

Reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs) are instabilities that are driven unstable by energetic ion populations in tokamak plasmas with an off-axis minimum in the safety factor \(q_{\text{min}}\).1–3 RSAEs cause fast-ion transport.4–7 They also provide accurate information about the evolution of the \(q\) profile: When \(q_{\text{min}}\) is an integer value, a “grand cascade” of many RSAEs with different toroidal mode numbers \(n\) is often observed.2

In the laboratory frame, the frequency \(\omega\) of an RSAE is approximately8

\[
\omega = \left[ \left( \frac{m}{q_{\text{min}} - n} \right)^2 \frac{v_A^2}{R_0^2} + \omega_{\text{GAM}}^2 \right]^{1/2} + \delta \omega + n \omega_{\text{rot}}, \tag{1}
\]

where \(m\) is the poloidal mode number, \(v_A\) is the Alfvén speed, \(R_0\) is the major radius, the frequency of geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs) or beta-induced Alfvén eigenmodes (BAEs) is

\[
\omega_{\text{GAM}}^2 = \frac{2}{m^2 R_0^2} \left( T_e + \frac{7}{4} T_i \right), \tag{2}
\]

\(\delta \omega\) is an additional frequency shift associated with pressure effects, and \(n \omega_{\text{rot}}\) is the Doppler shift associated with toroidal rotation of the plasma. Here, \(m_i\) is the ion mass, and \(T_e\) and \(T_i\) are the electron and ion temperature. The mode frequency [Eq. (1)] is smallest when \(q_{\text{min}} = m/n\). In normal tokamak operation, \(q_{\text{min}}\) decreases in time as the plasma current diffuses toward the magnetic axis. In the vast majority of published cases,1–5,8–21 the modes first appear when \(q_{\text{min}} = m/n\), then the mode frequency sweeps upward in frequency as the \(q\) profile evolves. Very rarely,2,22,23 a mode will sweep downward to the minimum frequency, then sweep upward in the normal fashion. In a Joint European Torus (JET) database, this phenomenon was observed “in only 26 discharges as opposed to more than 5000 discharges where upward sweeping” RSAEs were observed.23 [Note that downward sweeps are often observed for RSAEs that have transformed into a toroidal Alfvén eigenmode (TAE) at the maximum of the frequency sweep. See, for example, Fig. 10 in Ref. 24. This is a different phenomenon that is readily understood by conventional TAE theory.]

Published work on the RSAE eigenfunction has focused on normal upsweeping RSAEs. Reflectometry measurements have shown that the eigenfunction peaks near the \(q_{\text{min}}\) radius and that the density fluctuation is largest at small major radius \(R\).11,16 Coherence profiles from reflectometry (a measure of signal-to-noise) are similar during the downsweeping and upsweeping phases.25 Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) measurements of the electron temperature fluctuation have shown that the radial mode structure agrees approximately with ideal MHD predictions.13 The first two radial harmonics predicted by MHD theory have been observed.26 Near the minimum frequency, the poloidal structure is dominated by a single poloidal harmonic26,27 that transforms into a structure dominated by two poloidal harmonics as the frequency approaches the TAE frequency.28 Although ideal MHD theory predicts constant phase across the eigenfunction, measurements show that the phase changes with radius.27,29

In recent years, numerous theories have been proposed to explain why downsweeping RSAEs are rare. One theory23,30,31 argues that the potential well that allows formation of the RSAE during the upsweeping phase is a potential hill during the downsweeping phase, so the downsweeping instabilities are actually quasimodes.30,31 Observations of downsweeping RSAEs during radio-frequency (RF) heating in JET support this interpretation.23 Another possibility is that the downsweeping modes are a kinetic RSAE (KRSAE) made possible by finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects.32 This occurs when the ratio of fast-ion gradient to second derivative of the \(q\) profile \(\dot{q}_{\text{min}}\) is relatively small. A paper by Yu et al.33 shows that the KRSAE eigenfunction is often modulated radially on the ion Larmor radius scale. Marchenko and Reznik34 suggest that downsweeping RSAEs are actually
infernal modes that occur when the $q$ profile is very flat in the core. They state that eigenfunction measurements could distinguish between a quasimode with mode structure localized around $q_{\text{min}}$ and an infernal mode with a mode structure that occupies the whole low-shear core. Gorelenkov et al. analyze RSAEs analytically and numerically, finding that: “Even though experiments show that the down sweep instability continuously transforms to the sweep bottom and to the up sweeping case, their radial structures are different.” Their study suggests that the criteria for mode existence are more stringent for downsweeping instabilities than for upsweeping modes. Haverkort considers the effects of toroidal rotation on RSAE existence criteria. He argues that downsweeping can occur when $q_{\text{min}}$ has a local maximum or when the toroidal mode number $n$ is high and the rotation frequency is locally concave.

The purpose of this paper is to present radial eigenfunction data that may discriminate between these theoretical explanations. Measurements of the eigenfunctions of downward sweeping RSAEs are presented in Sec. II. Section III discusses the theoretical implications of the measurements. The conclusions are in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The discharges for this study are from dedicated experiments of Alfvén eigenmodes on the DIII-D tokamak between 2005 and 2012. To ensure availability of ECE data, all discharges have toroidal fields of approximately 2 T. The plasma is deuterium and the primary impurity is carbon from the graphite walls (typically $Z_{\text{eff}} \approx 1.5$). The energetic ion population is produced by deuterium neutral-beam injection of neutrals with energies $\leq 81$ keV. The angles of beam injection include on-axis and off-axis, co-current and counter-current, and near-tangential and near-perpendicular. The neutral beams inject during the current ramp and drive RSAE and TAE activity. Most discharges are L-mode plasmas. Plasma shapes include circular, oval, and D-shaped plasmas. Electron cyclotron heating at and are L-mode plasmas. Plasma shapes include circular, oval, and D-shaped plasmas. Electron cyclotron heating at

Eigenfunction information is provided by an ECE radiometer that measures electron temperature fluctuations $T_e$ on a radial chord near the midplane, an ECE imaging diagnostic that measures $T_e$ in two rectangular regions, and a beam emission spectroscopy (BES) diagnostic that measures electron density fluctuations $n_e$ at 64 variable locations. Toroidal mode numbers are inferred from a toroidal array of magnetic coils and from the Doppler shift and temporal evolution of upsweeping RSAEs.

Sequences of fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of ECE radiometer data diagnose possible changes in mode structure during the frequency sweep. The parameters for the FFTs are 1024 points, 50% overlap of time windows, 1 kHz frequency smoothing, and Hanning filtering of the time series data. Figure 2 shows a sequence of FFTs vs major radius for a normal, upsweeping RSAE. The mode first

Two types of downsweeping RSAEs are observed. Figure 1(a) shows an example of “fishhook” behavior. At $\approx 460$ ms, a mode appears that sweeps down $\sim 5$ kHz in frequency prior to the normal, upsweeping phase. Figure 1(b) shows an example of the second type of downsweeping RSAE. In this discharge, $q_{\text{min}} = 4$ at $\approx 525$ ms. A few modes sweep down to the frequency minimum; at the minimum, many modes appear; after the minimum, a few RSAEs sweep upward in frequency in the normal fashion. These phenomena sometimes occur at an integer $q_{\text{min}}$ crossing and appear as “fuzz” at the minimum frequency on the interferometer cross-power spectra.

EGIFIT equilibrium reconstructions utilize magnetic and motional Stark effect data, as well as the times of integer and half-integer $q_{\text{min}}$ crossings inferred from the Alfvén “cascade” behavior, allowing determination of $q_{\text{min}}$ to an accuracy of $\pm 0.1$.

The cross-power of signals from two CO$_2$ interferometer chords provides a basic monitor of Alfvén eigenmode activity. A typical discharge has dozens of upsweeping RSAEs. A survey of interferometer spectrograms from >150 discharges reveals only a handful of clear examples of downsweeping RSAEs. A complication in identification of downsweeping modes is that, if the mode amplitude is weak, the mode may appear and disappear; when it reappears at slightly different frequency, it is difficult to determine if it is the same mode or, for example, a different radial harmonic with slightly different frequency. Despite these experimental difficulties, it is unquestionably true that downsweeping is rare, occurring on the order of 0.1% of the cases. This frequency of occurrence is similar to the one reported for JET discharges.

FIG. 1. (a) Cross-power of two CO$_2$ interferometer signals. A downsweeping RSAE occurs at 470 ms. (b) Cross-power of two BES signals. A large number of modes appear at $t \approx 525$ ms when the downsweeping $n = 2$ and $n = 3$ modes cross $q_{\text{min}} = 4$. 

appears at its minimum frequency (at 531.8 ms), then sweeps upward in frequency. Changes in radial mode structure as the frequency evolves are modest. This particular discharge uses off-axis neutral beam injection, which results in relatively weak RSAE drive and minimizes changes in mode structure caused by coupling to other unstable modes.

Figure 3 shows a similar sequence of ECE spectra for a downsweeping “fishhook” case. The mode is first visible ~5 ms before the frequency minimum at a frequency that is ~4 kHz higher than the minimum. As the mode sweeps down to the minimum then back up in frequency, changes in mode structure appear modest. This discharge also utilizes off-axis neutral beam injection to drive RSAEs weakly.
Figure 4 shows the sequence of ECE spectra for a down-sweeping “fuzz” case where multiple \( n = 2 \) modes appear when \( q_{\text{min}} = 4 \). This case has on-axis injection and is more strongly driven. Because of the multiple modes, tracking a particular mode is challenging but it appears that the most unstable mode sweeps downward in frequency prior to the minimum. At the minimum, many bands appear. This could indicate that several modes are unstable or it could reflect amplitude modulation of the primary mode at \( \sim 1 \text{kHz} \). Subsequently, a single RSAE begins its upward frequency sweep. Throughout the evolution, the modes are localized near \( q_{\text{min}} \).

Detailed analysis of ECE cross-power spectra for a fishhook case is shown in Fig. 5. The mode occurs when \( q_{\text{min}} \approx 4.3 \) and is an \( n = 3 \) mode. Analysis of Eq. (1) near \( q_{\text{min}} = m/n \) predicts a quadratic dependence of the frequency at the minimum if \( q_{\text{min}} \) falls linearly with time. Experimentally, the frequency sweeps down to the minimum with an approximately parabolic shape [Fig. 5(a)], as expected. At this time, the GAM frequency is \( \sim 39 \text{kHz} \) at \( q_{\text{min}} \) and the Doppler shift \( \eta_{\text{rot}} \approx 12 \text{kHz} \), so \( \delta \omega / (2\pi) \approx 15 \text{kHz} \), a typical value for these DIII-D conditions. The mode amplitude is smaller before the minimum [Fig. 5(b)]. Although there is substantial variation in the channel-to-channel amplitudes as the mode evolves, the overall envelope of the mode remains invariant [Fig. 5(c)]. The phase of the mode exhibits radial shearing that shifts in slope as the mode evolves [Fig. 5(d)].

Measurements of the same mode with the ECE imaging diagnostic confirm the invariance of the mode structure. Figure 6 compares images from the downsweeping and upsweeping phases. Apart from the amplitude \( (\delta T_e/T_e \approx 0.6\% \text{ rms before; } 0.9\% \text{ after}) \), the images are indistinguishable. In addition to the measured data (rectangular boxes), the figure shows the reconstructed poloidal structure. The reconstruction is consistent with a \( (m, n) = (13, 3) \) mode.

Examination of other fishhook cases shows that the trends shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c) are generally observed. Phase variations as the mode evolves [Fig. 5(d)] are also generally observed but the shape of the curves and the sign of the slope differs for different cases.

It is unclear why fishhook behavior occurs in some cases but not in others. There is nothing unusual about the plasma parameters in the discharges with downsweeping RSAEs. Also, within a discharge with a fishhook, there is no obvious change in plasma profiles that cause the transition from ordinary RSAEs to fishhook RSAEs. Figure 7 shows plasma profiles at the time of the fishhook RSAE of Fig. 5 and at the time of the “fuzz” RSAE of Fig. 4. These are ordinary density, temperature, rotation, and \( q \) profiles for beam-heating during the current ramp in DIII-D. Admittedly, within experimental uncertainties, there may be subtle variations in profile shape near \( q_{\text{min}} \) that are not detected by the diagnostics. The available Thomson scattering measurements of electron density.

---

**FIG. 4.** Contour plot of the amplitude of \( \delta T_e/T_e \) vs channel major radius and frequency for a case with many modes at the frequency minima.

**FIG. 5.** (a) Frequency and (b) spatially averaged amplitude vs time for a downsweeping RSAE. The symbols on the curves indicate the time slices shown in the subsequent figures. (c) Cross-power and (d) cross-phase vs major radius at several different times. The estimated noise floor has been subtracted from the amplitude figures; the representative error bars are derived from the noise floor. The cross-phase error is \( \sqrt{(1/c - 1)/2} \), where \( c \) is the coherence squared.
provide no constraints on $\nabla n_e$ near $q_{\min}$. Approximately 50% variations in $\nabla T_e$ are consistent with the ECE electron temperature measurements. The channel-to-channel spacing of $\sim 3$ cm and $\sim 10\%$ errors in the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy measurements of ion temperature and toroidal rotation $^{46}$ could mask large variations in $\nabla T_i$ and $\nabla f_{\text{rot}}$.

The $q$ profile is determined from EFIT$^{37}$ equilibrium reconstructions that use magnetics, motional Stark effect, $^{38}$ electron temperature, and RSAE behavior as constraints but, although these are relatively accurate equilibria, the value of $q'$ near $q_{\min}$ is poorly constrained. Also, the fast-ion D-alpha measurements of the fast-ion profile $^{47-49}$ are too inaccurate to provide meaningful constraints on the fast-ion gradient near $q_{\min}$. To summarize, global variations in profiles cannot explain the appearance of downsweeping RSAEs but local variations may be responsible.

The examples given above are representative of the observations in discharges with predominately co-current injection. For completeness, a secondary survey of discharges with predominately counter-injection is summarized here. In rare instances, modes with long downsweeping phases are observed (Fig. 8). Unfortunately, none of these rare events have ECE data that unambiguously tracks the evolution of the eigenfunction. The few extant examples usually have lower toroidal mode numbers than the majority of DIII-D RSAEs.

III. DISCUSSION

Although rare, the observed downsweeping RSAEs seem very similar in mode structure and plasma conditions to ordinary upsweeping RSAEs. This may suggest that theories that attribute their rarity to mode existence criteria are incorrect. Experimentally, when observed, the amplitude of downsweeping RSAEs generally increases as the frequency passes through the minimum, suggesting that it is the balance between damping and drive (stability considerations) that governs their appearance.
The only theory that is excluded by the mode structure data is the hypothesis that downsweeping RSAEs are infernal modes. Experimentally, the radial eigenfunctions of fishhook RSAEs are localized near $q_{\text{min}}$ and do not extend throughout the plasma core.

The hypothesis that downsweeping modes are related to kinetic RSAEs is harder to evaluate. The spatial resolution of the ECE radiometer is $\sim 5$ cm poloidally and $\sim 1$ cm radially, with a channel-to-channel spacing of $\sim 2$ cm. Taking into account signal-to-noise issues, it is possible that the radial amplitude modulations predicted for kinetic RSAEs are consistent with the data, although there is no compelling evidence that the mode structure is different during the downsweeping phase. Thus, there is no experimental support for the prediction of Gorelenkov et al. that downsweeping RSAEs have different radial structures.

Recently, upsweeping DIII-D RSAEs were modeled by the gyrofluid TAEFL code and by the gyrokinetic GTC, GYRO, and GEM codes. The calculated eigenfunctions are in good qualitative agreement with experimental data. The hypothesis that downsweeping modes are related to infernal RSAEs has different radial structures.

IV. CONCLUSION

As in other tokamaks, downsweeping RSAEs are extremely rare in beam-heated DIII-D discharges. The eigenfunction and plasma conditions of downsweeping cases are similar to those of ordinary RSAEs, suggesting that they are the same mode with different stability properties. The hypothesis that downsweeping RSAEs are infernal modes is inconsistent with the data but other explanations are not excluded. The predictions of a gyrofluid model are in good agreement with the observations.

In future work, it would be interesting to use other codes to study the conditions for existence of unstable RSAEs and to compare the predicted eigenfunctions with experiment.
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